Coronagraph focal-plane phase masks based on photonic crystal technology: recent progress and observational strategy
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ABSTRACT

Photonic crystal, an artificial periodic nanostructure of refractive indices, is one of the attractive technologies for coronagraph focal-plane masks aiming at direct imaging and characterization of terrestrial extrasolar planets. We manufactured the eight-octant phase mask (8OPM) and the vector vortex coronagraph (VVC) mask very precisely using the photonic crystal technology. Fully achromatic phase-mask coronagraphs can be realized by applying appropriate polarization filters to the masks. We carried out laboratory experiments of the polarization-filtered 8OPM coronagraph using the High-Contrast Imaging Testbed (HCIT), a state-of-the-art coronagraph simulator at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). We report the experimental results of $10^{-8}$-level contrast across several wavelengths over 10% bandwidth around 800nm. In addition, we present future prospects and observational strategy for the photonic-crystal mask coronagraphs combined with differential imaging techniques to reach higher contrast. We proposed to apply the polarization-differential imaging (PDI) technique to the VVC, in which we built a two-channel coronagraph using polarizing beam splitters to avoid a loss of intensity due to the polarization filters. We also proposed to apply the angular-differential imaging (ADI) technique to the 8OPM coronagraph. The 8OPM/ADI mode mitigates an intensity loss due to a phase transition of the mask and provides a full field of view around central stars. We present results of preliminary laboratory demonstrations of the PDI and ADI observational modes with the phase-mask coronagraphs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Direct imaging and characterization of extrasolar planets is one of the most attractive issues in modern astronomy. Recently, giant planets with several Jupiter masses have been directly imaged 1-3. However, direct imaging of Earth-like planets is extremely challenging because of overwhelming intensity ratios (contrasts), such as $10^{-10}$ between an Earth-like planet and its parent star. For solving this problem, high-contrast instruments are indispensable for strongly suppressing the bright starlight.
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Focal-plane phase-mask coronagraphs are promising methods which theoretically realize perfect stellar elimination. Several kinds of coronagraph focal-plane masks have been proposed, for example, four-quadrant phase mask (4QPM) \(^4\), eight-octant phase mask (8OPM) \(^5\), optical or vector vortex coronagraph (OVC or VVC) masks \(^6,7\), and so on. The 4QPM and 8OPM divide a stellar image into four or eight sectors, and provide \(\pi\) phase difference between lights passing through the adjacent sectors. The OVC (or VVC) mask provides a helical phase structure \(l_p \times \theta\), as a function of an azimuth angle \(\theta\) \((l_p\) is the so-called topological charge). It has been shown that 4\(N\)-segment phase masks or even-charged vortex masks can realize perfect stellar elimination \(^7,8\). However, it is difficult to manufacture the focal-plane phase masks, because the masks have phase singular point at the center, and also because an achromatic phase modulation is very challenging.

In this paper, we report our recent activities for developing the phase mask coronagraphs based on the photonic crystal technology. We manufactured the photonic-crystal 8OPM and VVC mask, which have extremely small central singular points. The masks are placed between polarization filters for realizing an achromatic phase modulation utilizing a technology. We manufactured the photonic-crystal 8OPM and VVC mask, which have extremely small central singular points. The masks are placed between polarization filters for realizing an achromatic phase modulation utilizing a Pancharatnam-Berry’s phase \(^9,10\). We carried out laboratory demonstration of the 8OPM coronagraph using the JPL high contrast imaging testbed (HCIT). We also proposed to combine the phase mask coronagraphs with differential imaging techniques to enhance the achievable contrast. In the latter part of the paper, we report preliminary experimental results, acquired using a coronagraph simulator constructed at the laboratory in Hokkaido University, of the 8OPM coronagraph with an angular differential imaging (ADI) mode, and the VVC with a polarization-differential imaging (PDI) mode.

### 2. PHOTONIC-CRYSTAL CORONAGRAPH MASKS

The photonic crystal is an artificial periodic nanostructure of refractive indices. The photonic crystal is an attractive device for the coronagraph focal-plane phase masks because of its extremely small manufacturing defect.

Figure 1 shows a schematic cross-sectional view of the photonic-crystal coronagraph masks, manufactured by the Photonic Lattice Inc. A periodic corrugated structure is formed by means of electron-beam lithography on a substrate (synthetic fused silica) with a thickness of 1mm. Two dielectric materials, \(\text{Nb}_2\text{O}_5\) and \(\text{SiO}_2\), are then deposited alternatively on the substrate by RF bias sputtering. The corrugated pattern formed on the substrate is preserved during the deposition of the two materials by the autocloning technique \(^11,12\). We note that a thickness of the multilayer (about 130 layers) on the substrate is about 5 \(\mu\)m. The manufactured masks exhibit birefringent characteristics, and become half-wave plates (HWP) at designed wavelengths with space-variant fast and slow axes along the corrugated patterns.

When a centrally-focused, right-handed circularly polarized light enters to the space-variant HWP, the output light is converted to left-handed circularly polarized light. Then, the output light has an additional phase according to \(2\alpha\) (\(\alpha\) is an orientation angle of the optical axis of the HWP). This additional phase is known as the Pancharatnam-Berry’s phase \(^9,10\). Thus the space-variant HWP enables to embed the space-variant arbitrary phase on the incoming circularly polarized light. For the specific case of \(\alpha=\pm 45^\circ\), the HWP converts an incoming 0\(^\circ\) linearly polarized light to that with an angle of 90\(^\circ\), and embeds a \(\pi\)-phase difference between the lights passing through the HWP with \(\alpha=45^\circ\) and -45\(^\circ\). Thus the space-variant HWP is applicable both for the VVC mask and the 80PM.

Figure 2 shows a picture and a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the manufactured photonic-crystal 8OPM. The directions of the stripes on the surface \((\alpha=\pm 45^\circ)\) correspond to the fast axes of the space-variant HWP. As described above, this mask provides the \(\pi\)-phase difference between light beams passing through the adjacent octant regions. From the SEM image, we can see that manufacturing defect is extremely small, which has been roughly estimated to be about 400 nm for a central singular point and about 100 nm foroctant boundaries \(^13\).

In fig. 2, we also show a magnified image of the manufactured VVC mask seen between two crossed polarizers. The radial fast axes, shown by arrows, embed a \(2\times 2\pi\) phase ramp on an incoming light. Thus this axially-symmetric HWP acts as an optical vortex mask with a topological charge of 2.

In general, a retardation of a wave plate depends on a wavelength, and thus it is difficult to realize an achromatic wave plate over a broad spectral range \(^7\). For the focal-plane masks utilizing the Pancharatnam-Berry’s phase, the coronagraph performance would severely degrade due to an error of the retardation. The polarization filtering will be a promising solution for broadening the operation spectral range of the coronagraph \(^14\). For realizing the achromatic coronagraphs, it has been proposed to use crossed linear polarizers for the 8OPM \(^5,13\), or circular polarizers for the VVC mask \(^15\).
3. LABORATORY DEMONSTRATION AT HCIT/JPL

3.1 The High-Contrast Imaging Testbed (HCIT)

We carried out laboratory demonstration of the 8OPM coronagraph on the high contrast imaging testbed (HCIT) at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The HCIT is a state-of-the-art coronagraph simulator installed into a vacuum chamber. Several kinds of coronagraphs have been tested at the HCIT/JPL.\textsuperscript{16-22}

An optical configuration of the HCIT for the focal-plane coronagraph masks are shown in Fig. 2 of Ref. [22]. Several kinds of light sources are available, such as a monochromatic laser of $\lambda=785$ nm, or a supercontinuum light with selectable bandpass filters with bandwidths of 2\%, 10\%, and 20\%. Light from a pinhole (a model star) is collimated by
an off-axis parabolic (OAP) mirror, and reflected on a Xinetics 64×64 deformable mirror (DM). An image of the model star is formed on a focal plane by a second OAP with a focal length of about 1500 mm. A polarizer (a diameter of $D=19.5$ mm) is placed between the DM and the second OAP for chromatic leakage filtering. The polarizer defines a size of an entrance pupil. Then, a physical scale of $\lambda/D$ becomes about 62 $\mu$m on the focal plane where the photonic-crystal 8OPM is placed. Behind the 8OPM, the entrance pupil is reimaged by a third OAP with a magnification of about 0.52, and a Lyot stop (a diameter of 9 mm corresponding to 90% of the entrance pupil) is placed on the reimaged pupil. A second polarizer is placed behind the Lyot stop for the polarization filtering. The model star is imaged on a detector with a magnification of about 3 with respect to the first focal plane where the 8OPM is placed.

The DM is used to correct the wavefront error due to imperfection of the optical elements, and to create a “dark hole” against the residual speckle pattern of the model star. The algorithm for the wavefront correction is called the electric field conjugation (EFC), because the DM actuators are controlled so as to create the negative of the electric field of the speckle pattern. The electric field created by the DM actuators is destructively interfered with the speckle pattern on the detector. After the DM control, the electric field of the speckle pattern is measured again, and then the wavefront is corrected iteratively to create a deeper dark hole.

A possible smallest inner working angle (IWA) is set to $2\lambda/D$ by the 8OPM itself. A possible largest outer working angle (OWA), on the other hand, is defined by the number of the DM actuators across the light beam (about 19 actuators resulting in the possible OWA of about $9\lambda/D$). In our experiments, we set the IWA and OWA for the EFC operation to $2.7\lambda/D$ and $7\lambda/D$, respectively. We note that the IWA is not limited by the coronagraph, but by the wavefront control system because of the difficulty of controlling low order aberrations.

3.2 Results of the laboratory demonstrations

In fig. 3, we show a result of the 8OPM coronagraph acquired using the supercontinuum light source with the 20% bandpass filter (a center wavelength of 800 nm and a bandwidth of 160 nm). We note that an effective bandwidth is smaller than 20% depending on a shape of the spectrum of the light source. The right graph shows a contrast profile along a horizontal line passing through a center of the dark hole (a white dashed line shown in the coronagraph image). We can see that a high contrast of about $2.4 \times 10^{-8}$ can be achieved over the broad spectral range.

Figure 3. The 8OPM coronagraph image acquired with a broadband light source with a 20% bandpass filter (720-880nm). A dark hole is generated over a range between $2.7\lambda/D$ and $7\lambda/D$ from a suppressed model star. The graph at the right side shows an intensity profile along a central horizontal line shown by a white dashed line in the image.
Figure 4 shows results of the 8OPM coronagraph acquired with five 2% bandpass filters at five contiguous wavelengths around 800nm. Achieved contrasts over the dark holes are shown beneath the images and in the bottom graph. The best contrast could be obtained at \( \lambda = 800 \text{nm} \), because the wavefront control is driven only at this wavelength. An average contrast over the 10% bandwidth covered by the five wavelengths is about \( 2.1 \times 10^{-8} \).

\[ \begin{align*} 
\lambda_0 &= 768 \text{nm} & C &= 2.0 \times 10^{-8} \\
\lambda_0 &= 784 \text{nm} & C &= 1.9 \times 10^{-8} \\
\lambda_0 &= 800 \text{nm} & C &= 1.7 \times 10^{-8} \\
\lambda_0 &= 816 \text{nm} & C &= 1.9 \times 10^{-8} \\
\lambda_0 &= 832 \text{nm} \ (\text{BW}=2\%) & C &= 3.1 \times 10^{-8} 
\end{align*} \]

Figure 4. The 8OPM coronagraph images acquired with five 2% bandpass filters. The bottom graph shows the achieved contrasts over the dark holes, as a function of the central wavelengths of the 2% bandpass filters.

4. COMBINATION WITH DIFFERENTIAL IMAGING TECHNIQUES

It is expected that combination of the focal-plane phase-mask coronagraphs with differential imaging techniques will enhance the achievable contrast. We built a coronagraph simulator at the laboratory in Hokkaido University, and carried out laboratory demonstration of the angular differential imaging combined with the 8OPM coronagraph, and a polarization differential imaging (or a dual-channel imaging polarimetry) combined with the VVC.

4.1 An angular differential imaging (ADI)

A drawback of the 8OPM coronagraph is an on-sky dead zone along the phase transitions of the mask, where planetary light is strongly reduced. However, this drawback can be mitigated by combining the 8OPM coronagraph with the ADI technique. The ADI technique is a powerful tool for reducing a quasi-static speckle noise utilizing a field rotation during tracking of targets by altitude/azimuth telescopes. The field rotation of the ADI observational mode is advantageous for the 8OPM coronagraph, because the planetary image moves across the dead zone as illustrated in an on-sky transmission map in fig. 5a. We note that the ADI will not be efficient at very small angular separation where a potential companion might not move enough to reduce the ADI data.
We carried out laboratory demonstration of the 8OPM/ADI observational mode. A monochromatic He-Ne laser linked with a single-mode optical fiber is used for simulating a model star. A model planet is numerically added in the experimentally acquired coronagraphic images. A preliminary result of the 8OPM coronagraph without and with the ADI is shown in fig. 5b and c, respectively. We set planet/star intensity ratios to $5 \times 10^{-7}$, and star-planet angular separations to $5 \lambda / D$. For the ADI mode, we acquired seven images with the field rotation from 0° to 36° with a 6° step. We can see that the image of the model planet can be clearly detected by the ADI.

4.2 A dual-channel imaging polarimetry

A polarization differential imaging (PDI), or an imaging polarimetry, is also very attractive not only for reducing the residual speckle noise but also for characterizing planetary atmospheres and surfaces through polarization $^{25,26}$. Because the photonic-crystal coronagraph masks use the polarization filtering for achromatization, we can easily introduce the PDI observational mode by putting polarization modulator such as a rotating wave plate in front of the coronagraph optics.

A drawback of the polarization-filtered focal-plane coronagraph masks is loss of intensity due to the polarizing optics. By mitigating the effect of this drawback, a dual-channel coronagraphic configuration, based on polarizing beam splitters (PBS), has been proposed $^{14,27}$. When the dual-channel coronagraph is constructed, efficient high-contrast polarimetric observations can be realized by introducing a polarizing-beam splitter behind the coronagraph to observe coronagraph images of two orthogonally polarized components simultaneously. Figure 6a shows a schematic of the dual-channel coronagraph for the PDI observational mode. The polarization modulator in front of the coronagraph optics is used for reducing non-common-path aberrations due to the dual-channel configuration.

We show a result of our preliminary laboratory demonstration of the dual-channel imaging polarimetry with the photonic-crystal VVC mask. We used He-Ne laser light for simulating unpolarized star light and partially polarized planetary light. Unpolarized starlight and partially polarized planetary light (with a degree of polarization of about 45%) were simulated by 45° and 32° linearly polarized light, respectively. We roughly set a planet/star intensity ratio to $1 \times 10^{-4}$ and a star-planet angular separation to $5 \lambda / D$.

As can be seen in fig. 6b, two coronagraph images of orthogonally polarized components are observed simultaneously on the same detector. The horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) polarized components can be switched between these two images by the polarization modulator. The modulation of polarized light enables to derive a polarimetric image (Stokes $+Q$ and $-Q$ images shown in fig. 6c). A difference between the Stokes $+Q$ and $-Q$ images can be calculated to derive the Stokes $+2Q$ image for enhancing the planetary light (so-called double difference technique $^{28}$). We note that the PDI will be effective for an observed object with significant degrees of polarization. So the gain of the PDI needs to be normalized by the degree of polarization of the object.
Figure 6. (a) A schematic of a fully-achromatic dual-channel coronagraph for the PDI observational mode. We note that quarter-wave plates (QWPs) are placed behind PBS1 and in front of PBS2 when the VVC mask is used on the focal plane. The QWPs are not needed for the 8OPM. The bottom images show results of the laboratory demonstration of the VVC (b) without and (c) with the polarimetric mode. Planetary images can be detected clearly as positive and negative spots (indicated by arrows), corresponding to the Stokes +Q and –Q images, by the polarimetric mode. An intensity of the partially polarized model planet, located at $5\lambda/D$, is roughly set to be $1\times10^{-4}$ (a degree of polarization of about 45%) with respect to that of the model star.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We manufactured the photonic crystal focal-plane coronagraph masks, 8OPM and VVC mask, based on the autocloning technique. The manufacturing defects of the photonic crystal masks are extremely small, which have been roughly estimated to be about 400 nm for a central singular point and about 100 nm for octant boundaries. The manufactured masks are composed of wave plates with space-variant fast axes, whose retardations are set to $\pi$ (half-wave plate) at designed wavelengths. The masks provide phase modulations as a function of an orientation angle of the fast axes by the Pancharatnam-Berry’s phase. Furthermore, the phase modulation can be achromatized by using the appropriate polarization filters.

We carried out laboratory demonstration of the 8OPM coronagraph at the HCIT/JPL, the state-of-the-art coronagraph simulator, in which the Xinetics 64×64 DM is incorporated for the wavefront correction. As a result, we attained average contrast of $2\times10^{-8}$ across the five wavelengths over the 10% bandwidth around 800 nm.

We also proposed the photonic-crystal mask coronagraphs combined with differential imaging techniques to reach higher contrast. First, we proposed to apply an angular-differential imaging (ADI) technique to the 8OPM coronagraph. The ADI mode is advantageous for the 8OPM and the other segment-type phase masks because it mitigates the effect of an intensity loss due to a phase transition of the mask and provides a full field of view around central stars. It is important to remind that the ADI will not be efficient at very small angular separation where a potential companion might not move enough to reduce the ADI data. Next, we also reported a dual-channel imaging polarimetric mode with the VVC. In this observational mode, a two-channel coronagraph based on polarizing beam splitters is built to avoid loss of intensity due to the polarization filters. The polarimetric mode will be effective for reducing unpolarized starlight to detect an object with significant degrees of polarization. We presented the results of the preliminary laboratory demonstrations of the both observational modes.
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